Hygienic Cleaning
The VS4 is a compact and robust steam cleaner which
offers outstanding power and sanitizing benefits. Optimal
cleaning results are achieved thanks to 87 P.S.I. of steam
pressure which helps remove dirt from hard-to-reach, close
quarter areas. Continuously variable steam volume control
and the VapoHydro function (continuous regulation of the
water-steam ration) means the machine can adapt perfectly
to any cleaning task. The water tank can be refilled at any
time, and when the water reaches the steam tank it rapidly
heats up to ensure uninterrupted operation of the VS4. The
temperature indicator clearly highlight the operating range
by including a highlighted range area in green; once the
yellow temperature needle is in the green highlighted
range, the VS4 will be ready for use! The VS4 is extremely
versatile since it can clean without the use of chemical and
it comes with two floor nozzles (for abrasive and hygienic
cleaning). Also included is a dedicated wand storage area,
an integrated compartment for additional accessories, and
a cord hook wich all contribute to saving space so you can
convenientnly sotre the VS4 when not in use.

Compact and Sturdy
The compact design and low weight makes the operation in tight
spaces easy and reduces storage space. The steam tank casing of
the VS4 professional steam cleaner is fully insulated, rust proof
aluminum while the ergonomic handle and protective design
enables easy transportation and protects the VS4 from cracking.

Safe and Versatile
The VS4 is ideal for use in a variety of environments, where fast,
hygienic cleaning is a necessity. These environments include;
restrooms, and locker rooms, kitchen and food preparation areas,
and medical equipment. With a wide range of accessories, the VS4
is equally suited to detail work around kitchen appliances and
bathroom fittings as it is to cleaning floors and walls. Safety
features include calcification monitoring, steam pressure auto shut
off, and a safety cap with pressure relief valve.

Key Features

VS4 Steam Cleaner

2 TANK SYSTEM
The fresh water tank can be continually refilled,
since the fresh water tank and the boiler tank are
separate.
Since only part of the overall volume is heated at any
one time, it takes very little time for a consistent
steam pattern to form.

VAPOHYDRO SYSTEM
Thanks to the VapoHydro system, the steam level
can be infinitely adjusted to the cleaning task.
In addition to the steam pressure, the saturation can
be infinitely adjusted from full steam to hot water.

HYGIENIC CLEANING
Hygienic cleaning without the use of chemical
substances.
The avoidance of aggressive cleaning chemicals
protects the operator and the surfaces treated
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